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Summary:

The Senior at Work (Seniori Työssä ) is an 18-part TV documentary reality serial - each part lasting 
15 min. - about Finnish people who have prolonged or decided to prolong their working careers. 
It describes their motives, reveals Finnish workplaces and what keeps these people at work, the 
importance of meaningful leisure time, and ageing people as a huge resource in our society. The 
18-part TV series was broadcast from 2011 – 2012 on the main channel TV 1 – by the YLE Finnish 
Broadcasting Company - and has attracted audiences of around 150.000 – 200,000 for each 
episode. Each part has been aired three or four times. The Format of The Senior at Work is created 
by CultFiction Oy media productions Risto Majaniemi, and the series was financed by Finnish 
government and pensioner organisations.

Senior at Work in short: each part has one main character. He or she is filmed at work, where the 
social atmosphere etc. is in focus, and of course the work, in terms of sociability, performance, 
skills and experience. The person describes his or her motives, and why they want to work and not 
retire. The idea is to show the skills and benefits of senior workers, and the important role of social 
life at work. It is a response to modern trend to favour the young in the workplace. In contrast, 
during his or her daily work, our Senior shows us what he or she is does for leisure, hobbies, sports 
etc. In the end, the protagonist describes his or her plans for the future and what may come next. 
The serial is positive and its underlying motive is to encourage fit and active Finnish seniors to 
prolong their working careers, if they are hesitant to retire, while helping save pension costs for 
the common good. of the number of pensioners is growing fast and numbers of adults in working 
life is decreasing fast. This is the big problem in EU countries. The series consists of 18 parts, and 
features18 seniors, and we are planning to continue it next year. All participating seniors came 
from different working fields: nurses, entrepreneurs etc. The series has increased society’s 
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awareness of ageing people as a positive resource, and as a people that still want to contribute 
to common good. The Association of Finnish Technology Industries also integrated the Senior at 
Work series as a part of its 2011-12 “Good work, longer working careers”– campaign.


